
Hall Of Fame is a trio out of NYC comprised of Samara Lubelski, Dan Brown & Theo Angel. Paradise Now is the fourth full length 
album since their inception in 1998. Though hinted at on their previous Silt Breeze effort; this record is not so much a departure 
from their trademark psychedelic excursions as much as it is a push forward, bringing their sound into a much more fully realized 
dynamic. Recording at the famed Rare Book Room in Brooklyn, where Samara moonlights as an engineer, allowed the trio to take 
their compositions further into the ether; coaxing the finer elements of their folk-avant garde nature to play nice with their ability 
to pen fully realized compositions. Carefully sculpting not only the inherent dynamics of the compositions but also drawing every 
audible element into the fold whether it be a slow drawn violin scrap, fluttering percussion, or the bellowing echo of a vintage Ampeg 
Amplifier; this record exemplifies the kind of precision and subtle craftsmanship that is very much the by product of artistic vision. 

Though this record is more approachable than previous efforts the trio are by no means strangers in the realm of avant-
garde Members of Hall Of Fame have collaborated with the likes of Jackie O-Motherfucker, Tower Recordings, Tara Jane 
O’Neil, Thalia Zedak, Salmon Skin, David Grubbs, Tony Conrad…the list goes on and on. In addition to their work as Hall 
Of Fame the three have independently released solo efforts (percussion records, violin experimentations, prepared guitar 
explorations), shot experimental films, produced studio recordings of other like-minded musicians (Sightings, Double Leopards 
& Firey Furnaces), made documentary films and ventured into just about every other creative foray you could imagine.

Given a thorough listen you will find devices at work which people just don’t know how to use anymore (and we’re 
not talking mellotrons). Each of these tracks is carefully written, recorded, mixed, edited and sequenced to carry you 
though from the opening note to the final reprise; not so much a collection of songs as a cohessive work on a much 
larger scale. With this album they have moved into a new realm and are beckoning for you to join them, and you will.
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1. sleight of line 2.endless return 3.hardwired 4.story of fixed star
5.hall of fire 6. paradise now 7. arrow by day 8. my sweet miasma

9. new york lullabye 10. reprise

selling points:
1. hall of fame have released three other full length albums to date
2. members of hall of fame have collaborated with or been members of tower recordings, metabolismus, sonora pine, 
    tara jane o’neil, jackie-o motherfucker, thalia zedak, salmon skin, david grubbs & tony conrad.
3. hall of fame have toured the us and have played with bands like red krayola, ghost, arab strap & cat power.
4. comprehensive publicity by blue ghost publicity & the social registry
5. comprehensive radio promotion by the social registry

“the notion that beautiful melodies and aggressive experimentation are mutually exclusive gets firmly quashed by nyc’s 
hall of fame.” – time out ny

“hall of fame revels in testing the fragile distinction between in-the-name-of art pretense and inspired experimen-
talism.”–cmj weekly may 1999 

“the band can drone and create tension as well as play a pretty tune, lending a bit of eclecticism to the affair” – zum magazine

“the constantly unfolding textures of this package ultimately win me over” – chris crowson; tuba frenzy


